2020 Bayer Crop Protection Grower Finance Program

Increase your purchasing power.
Whatever your needs, Bayer is here to help. Bayer offers the products and expertise to provide you additional purchasing power by offering payment terms that fit the needs of your operation. Just what you need to get the job done.

Program Requirements
With the purchase of two or more Bayer products AND $10,000 or more in financed sales, farmers will qualify for Fixed 0%-2% rate financing.

- Promotional transactions are subject to John Deere Financial and/or Rabo AgriFinance approval and retailer participation.
- Qualifying products include all Bayer crop protection and seed treatment products listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Program Period</th>
<th>Customer Payment Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two or more products AND $10,000 or more in financed sales</td>
<td>Fixed 0%-2% rate</td>
<td>Sept. 1, 2019 – Aug. 31, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FUNGICIDES:** ABSOLUTE® 500 SC, ABSOLUTE® MAXX, ALIETTE® WDG, DELAROP® 325 SC, FLINT® EXTRA, GEM® 500 SC, LUNA EXPERIENCE®, LUNA SENSATION®, LUNA TRANQUILITY®, PREVICUR® FLEX, PROLINE®, PROPULSE®, PROSARO®, PROVOST® OPTI, PROVOST® SILVER, SCALA® BRAND SC, SERENADE® ASO, SERENADE® OPTI, STRATEGIE®, STRATEGIE® YLD. **HERBICIDES:** ALIEN®, AUTUMN™ SUPER 51 WDG, AXIOM® DF, BALANCE® FLEXX, CAPRENO®, CORVUS®, DEGREE® XTRA, DIFLEX®, DIFLEX® DUO, HARNESS®, HARNESS® MAX, HARNESS® XTRA, HARNESS® XTRA 5.6L, HUSKIE®, HUSKIE® COMPLETE, LAUDIS®, LUXURIA®, NORTRON® SC, OLYMPUS® 70WDG, OSPREY® 4.5WG, OSPREY® XTRA, RIGESTAR® HT, RIMFIRE® MAX, ROUNDCUP POWERMAX®, ROUNDCUP POWERMAX® II, ROUNDCUP WEATHERMAX®, RT 3®, SCOPARIA®, TRIPLEFLEX® II, VARRO®, WARRANT®, ULTRA WOLVERINE® ADVANCED. **INSECTICIDES:** ADMIRE® PRO, BAYTHROID® XL, ENVIDOR® 2CE, ENVIDOR® 2CE (CA), LEVERAGE® 360, MOVENTO® 240SC, MOVENTO® HL, MOVENTO® MPC, OBERON® 2SC, OBERON® 4SC, SIVANTO® HL, SIVANTO® PRIME, SIVANTO® 200 SL, ULTOR® 150SC. **SEEDGROWTH™:** ACCELERON® B-200 SAT, ACCELERON® E-007 SAT. **SEED APPLIED SOLUTIONS:** ACCELERON® SEED APPLIED SOLUTIONS BASIC, ACCELERON® SEED APPLIED SOLUTIONS STANDARD, AERIS®, ALLEGANCE® FL, CELL-TECH® GRANULAR, CELL-TECH® LIQUID, EMESTO® SILVER, EVERGOL® ENERGY, FLUXAPROXAD®, GAUCHO® 600 FLOWABLE SEED TREATMENT, GAUCHO® XT FLOWABLE SEED TREATMENT, ILEVOS®, JUMPSTART®, NITRAGIN® GOLD, OPTIMIZE® XC, PERIDIAM® 1010, QUICKROOTS®, RAXIL® PRO MD, RAXIL® PRO SHIELD, SEPRESTO®, TAGTEAM® GRANULAR, TAGTEAM® LCO XC, THIRAM 425, TRILEX® 2000, TRILEX® ADVANCED. **NEMATICIDES:** VELUM® ONE, VELUM® PRIME, VELUM® TOTAL. **PGR:** STANCE®.

**HARVEST AIDS:** FINISH® PRO, GINGER® EC.

**PROGRAM TERMS:**
Bayer reserves the right to modify or withdraw this program or any portion thereof without prior notice. If a farmer purchases Bayer products from a source other than Bayer (or Bayer authorized retailer) Bayer retains the option to prohibit participation of the farmer under the terms of the program. Only products purchased from Bayer or another authorized entity and sold to farmers are eligible for the program. Fraudulent reporting of sales information or documentation will be grounds for withholding or invalidating all program participation. Bayer reserves the right using Bayer auditors or an independent auditing firm to verify all claims for eligibility under the program, an in case of dispute, reserves the right of final decision.

Growers have the following two options to choose from for financing:

1. **Fixed 0%-2% rate financing.** Offer valid on qualifying purchases made between 1 September 2019 to 31 August 2020. Offer limited to Multi-Use Account Agricultural customers with an available Special Terms limit. Subject to the Multi-Use Account credit agreement and approval. Fixed 0%-2% from the date of purchase, which may be prior to delivery, until November 2020, when the entire transaction amount and accrued interest is due in full. Regular Multi-Use Account rates will apply after that date. Offer may be limited to qualifying products. $10,000 minimum purchase required. Subject to merchant participation, see your local merchant for complete details. Multi-Use Accounts are a service of John Deere Financial, f.s.b.

2. Subject to credit approval, terms and conditions. Credit must be approved and transactions submitted by 31 August 2020 in order to qualify for the incentive rate. Subject to credit approval terms and conditions by Rabo AgriFinance.

**ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS.** XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is part of the Roundup Ready® Xtend Crop System and is a restricted use pesticide. ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. It is a violation of federal and state law to use any pesticide product other than in accordance with its labeling. XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is not approved in all states and may be subject to use restrictions in some states. Check with your local product dealer or representative or U.S. EPA and your state pesticide regulatory agency for the product registration status and additional restrictions in your state. For approved tank-mix products and nozzles visit XtendiMaxApplicationRequirements.com.